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Samsung opts for intelligent iOT at CES 2018

Posted on: February 2, 2018
Alongside new fridges, collaborative displays and huge TVs, Samsung has also outlined its vision for an interconnected and intelligent Internet of Things.

Follow this link to read the full article by Alex Kidman on Finder.


Filed Under: News 
CES 2018 was about more than voice

Posted on: February 2, 2018
CES is full of stories if you know where to look. This year we had to look beyond companies putting Alexa in everything from toilets to toothbrushes. If you did, you could find out all kinds of fascinating things, such as the big opportunities in the enterprise internet of things or what Comcast is doing with its purchase of Stringify.

Follow this link to read the full article by Stacey Higginbotham on IoT Podcast.


Filed Under: News 
[CES 2018] Samsung defends Bixby’s lukewarm response

Posted on: February 2, 2018
Samsung’s top management on Monday defended reports on low performance and low global market share of its ambitious artificial intelligence technology Bixby during a press briefing held in Las Vegas, a day before the Consumer Electronics Show kicks off.

Follow this link to read the full article by Shin Ji-hye on The Korea Herald.


Filed Under: News 
CES 2018: LG and Samsung battle for the smart home, introduce 8K televisions

Posted on: February 2, 2018
Artificial intelligence and the internet of things dominated the presentations from LG and Samsung at the CES tech show in Las Vegas on Tuesday. Both companies showcased their new smarter televisions, washing machines, fridges, vacuum cleaners and more.

Follow this link to read the full article by Peter Wells on The Sydney Morning Herald.


Filed Under: News 
8 Top CES 2018 Takeaways: What’s Next for IoT, VR, Autonomous Cars and More

Posted on: February 2, 2018
As a Twitter search or two makes clear, reactions to the new products and cutting-edge technologies shown off at the world’s biggest tech show tend to be divided almost evenly between those excited by the product reveals and demos, and those dismissing them as mere hype and gimmickry.

Follow this link to read the full article by Eric Jhonsa on TheStreet.
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